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CLASS -V          SUB-EVS      
                                                        SECTION-A 
I) Choose the correct option: 
          1. The relatives from our fathers side are our 

               a)paternal relatives         b)siblings  c)maternal relatives 

          2. Bhawna communicates with her grandfather through 

               a)e-mail                     b)letters   c)telephone 

          3. The destruction of buildings and houses or an unauthorised land 

               a) demolition          b)displacement c)migration 

          4.The most social among all insects are 

               a)ants           b)termites  c)bees 

          5. Most of the work is done by 

               a) queen bee          b)worker bee  c)drone bee 

          6. An ant that leaves the nest in search of food 

               a)soldier ant          b)forager ant  c)cleaner ant 

          7.The material that sink in water is _____ than water 

               a)lighter           b)soft   c)heavier 

          8.It takes the shape of the container, in which it is kept 

               a)gas           b)solid   c)liquid 

          9. A substance soluble in water 

               a)sand           b)chalk    c)sugar 

         10. A water plant attached to the soil 

               a)hydrilla           b)water hyacinth c)water lily 

         11. An aquatic animal without gills                                   

              a)frog           b)fish   c)whale 

         12. Organisms that live  on the branches of trees 

              a)aquatic           b)arborial  c)aerial 

         13. This is an example of submerged aquatic plant 

              a) lotus           b)hydrilla   c)lilly 

         14.Vessels used to measure a fixed volume of a liquid are made of 

              a)glass           b)tin            c)aluminium sheet 

         15.Fish that travels in groups near coral reefs 

              a)fusilier fish          b)dolphin  c)climbing fish 



II)      Give one word answer for the following: 

         16.  First school for every individual. 

         17. Movement of people from one country to another. 

         18. The relatives from father’s side. 

         19.  Its life span is one to three years. 

         20. An ant that cares for newborn ant. 

         21. It is a stingless and defenceless bee. 

         22. Units used to measure the volume of a liquid. 

         23. It is dissolved under pressure in soda water. 

         24.  Vessels used to measure the desired volume of a liquid. 

         25.  Unwanted plants growing in an area. 

         26. Fish that generates electricity and light in deep sea. 

         27. The place where a plant or an animal lives. 

         28. The process of making water dirty. 

         29. An ant responsible for cleaning the entire nest. 

         30. The gas that dissolve in water. 
 

SECTION-B 
III) Answer the following questions briefly 

          Q1.  Name two ways to keep in touch with our relatives. 

          Q2.   Name the three types of bees community. 

          Q3.   Why do animals live in groups? 

          Q4.   Name some materials that are heavier than water. 

          Q5.   Name two free floating aquatic plants. 

          Q6 .  Define aquatic animals. 

          Q7 .  What are social insects? 
                     SECTION-C 

IV) Answer the following question in 20-30 words: 
 

         Q1.What are our duties towards our family? 

         Q2. What is the role of queen ant? 

         Q3 What happens when we open a bottle of soda water? 

         Q4 What are the properties of liquid? 

         Q5 What are weeds? Why is there a need to control weed growth? 

         Q6 Explain aquatic mammals? 

                                                            SECTION-D 

V)      Answer the following questions in 30-40 words 

        Q1 . How do you spend time with your cousins during vacation? 

        Q2 . Why do we live in a community? 

        Q3 . Describe an activity to show that sugar is soluble in water? 



        Q4 . Write a note on free floating aquatic  plants. Draw two free floating  

               aquatic plants. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  


